
AXIAL PISTON MOTORS FAMILY DESCRIPTION 

 

H SERIES:   (introduced in 1992) consisting of the high pressure motors (400 bar) in competition in 

        part only with Rexroth, Volvo, Vickers, etc. motors due to their very low minimum speed,  

    the relative high volumetrical efficiency and with a price/performance relation decisively  

        favourable. 

 

K SERIES:  consisting of the mean pressure motors ( 210 Bar) in competition in part only with Riva  

 Calzoni, Bignozzi, Sai, Staffa, Pleiger-Duesterloh radial slow motors due to their dual  

 maximal speed, the perfect balance of rotation for the great number of pistons being  

 equal the displacement and with a price/performance relation lined up. 

 

SF SERIES: consisting of the mean-low pressure motors and economical (140 bar) in competition in  

  part only with Danfoss, Charlyn, Sam Hydraulik, ecc. orbit motors with a   

  price/performance relation decisively favourable and unique motor in its kind to supply  

  the max constant torque at 10 rpm only due to the axial piston design and the through  

  hollow shaft. 

 

 

ORBITAL MOTORS FAMILY DESCRIPTION 

 

OFM:   Oil pressured micro motors with linear distributor and hydrodynamic supporting shaft. 

           They are specially suitable to low pressure use, where power transmission is preferred  

 than  couple’s, taking so advantage from rotation at high performances. 

 Their size make them really unique in some applications.      

 

OFP:   Hydrodynamic supporting shaft at linear distribution motors with  very compact design. 

           They are suitable in situations where a long working time at low pressure or on the contrary  

 a  short working time at high pressure are requested. 

           The wheel version has a shaft supported by bearings.    

 

OFR:   Hydrodynamic supporting shaft at linear distribution motors where orbital unit is hold up by 

           rollers. 

           This type of engineering is different from  the others and permits to have better results, we 

 can say that this family is suitable where long times with high pressure are requested. 

 

OFS:   Motors with radial plate distribution and  where shaft is hold by opposite conical bearings.           

 This family has the orbital unit supported by rollers too and permits excellent output in   

 hard and continuous employments. 

           This range supports static and dynamic radial very high charges,  that is why they are 

 suitable for very frequent motion reversals.  

 

OFT :   This family is composed by motors with free plate radial distribution and shaft is hold by       

  opposite conical bearings.  

            Orbital unit is hold by rollers, these motors are particularly suitable for very heavy and   

  continuous applications. 

            They can  hold static and dynamic radial very high charges and are also suitable for  frequent 

  motion reversals. 

  This family fits internal particulars having bigger size if compared to OFS’s,  that is why it   

  can hold higher axis couple transmission. 

 

OFV :   Motors with free plate radial distribution and shaft is hold by opposite conical bearings. 

 Orbital unit is hold by rollers, these motors are particularly suitable for very heavy and 

 continuous applications. 

 They can  hold static and dynamic radial very high charges and are also suitable for frequent 

 motion reversals. 

Considering their overall, the inner particulars are bigger if compared to OFS or to OFT   

Families., so static and dynamic radial hold on the shaft are surely wider, as well as 

axis couple transmission, that is the top in this sector. 

 

 

 

 


